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Welcome to
 The Langley Academy Primary

The Langley Academy Primary opened to pupils in September 2015. As part of 
The Langley Academy Trust, we offer children A School of Choice – A School for 
Life. Our pupils are at the heart of all we do. We are committed to providing an 
outstanding educational experience for every child by offering a holistic, broad 
and balanced, child-centred curriculum. Our calm but vibrant environment, is 
helping to develop confident, reflective, resilient, happy young people equipped 
with the skills to enable them to become the best they can be, and succeed at 
anything they put their mind to. We are creating independent, life-long learners.
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WELCOME TO THE LANGLEY ACADEMY PRIMARY

A SCHOOL OF CHOICE - A SCHOOL FOR LIFE

SCHOOL VISION, VALUES AND ETHOS

Underpinning all we do at The Langley Academy Primary is summarised 
in the school’s strap-line: ‘Curiosity, Exploration and Discovery’.

These skills are delivered through our curriculum using a child-
centred, learning-challenge approach. We know that learning is 
more meaningful and memorable to a child when it comes from 
within and stems from the children themselves. When teachers 
build on a child’s interest it is easier to further the child’s 
knowledge; as such we adopt the best child-centred practice and 
an enquiry-based approach to teaching and learning. We believe 
this approach helps to create life-long learners, who are ready for 
an undefined future in the 21st century. 

CURIOSITY

We aim for pupils to develop their natural curiosity and desire to 
find out more. Teachers develop an environment in which pupils 
share their enthusiasm for learning.

EXPLORATION

Children are encouraged to make use of resources and artefacts 
around them to explore the possible solutions to their ideas. Staff 
ensure appropriate support and guidance is given to make this 
child-led exploration purposeful.

DISCOVERY

Children develop their critical thinking and evaluative skills as they 
explain the possible outcomes of their explorations. Skilful 
questioning, led by staff, helps children to interpret their 
experiences and make sense of their new discoveries, thus 
supporting learning.

Curiosity, Exploration and Discovery are the keys to successful 
learning from the youngest minds to the oldest learners. 
The Langley Academy Primary develops these skills from the 
outset and our recent Ofsted report fully validates our approach.

Dear Parents and Carers,

Thank you for enquiring about our school. We feel very proud and honoured to 
share further details of The Langley Academy Primary with you.

The Langley Academy Primary is part of The Arbib Education Trust, which 
encompasses The Langley Academy (Secondary) and The Langley Heritage 
Primary (formerly Parlaunt Park Primary Academy). The Arbib Education Trust is 
sponsored by The Annabel Arbib Foundation.

The Langley Academy Primary (TLAP) is an Outstanding 3-form primary school 
for pupils from 3 to 11 years old. It opened in September 2015 with 90 
Reception pupils. In September 2016, TLAP moved in to its permanent, 
purpose built school. There are currently 500 pupils on roll from Nursery to Year 
4. Each year, our intake will grow by 90 children as we admit a new Reception 
year group; in 2021, we will reach our full capacity of 630 pupils (plus Nursery). 
At the end of Year 6, pupils from The Langley Academy Primary will be given 
priority admission to The Langley Academy, creating an ‘all-through’ Academy. 

We are committed to providing an outstanding educational experience that 
meets the needs of all children, whilst developing their love for learning, based 
on our strapline: ‘Curiosity, Exploration and Discovery’.

We are determined to bring the best opportunities to our pupils and their 
families. Our building is designed to support a 21st Century curriculum and 
from a child’s first day we ensure pupils have an outstanding early-years 
education. We build on the children’s pre-school experiences to ensure they 
are confident and able to succeed. Our child-centred vision is supported by the 
strong links with teachers and pupils across The Trust, enabling us to develop 
our community. 

We know that clear communication between home and school is essential in 
providing children with the best start to their educational journey and to 
ensure dreams and aspirations are fulfilled.  With this aim in mind, we hope you 
will be able to attend our Open Days throughout September to December.

We recognise that selecting a school for your child is an important decision. It is our 
hope that this prospectus and our Open Days will be informative and address any 
questions you may have to help support your decisions. Please visit the website 
http://www.langleyacademyprimary.org/ for up-to-date information.

We look forward to meeting you!

Tracey Bowen 
Headteacher 

TRACEY BOWEN HEADTEACHER
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CURRICULUM

The curriculum at The Langley Academy Primary is designed to offer a broad 
and balanced educational experience. Our curriculum is innovative and 
effective, leading to children gaining knowledge very quickly.

The key foci will grow throughout the years to include:

• Museum Learning
• Science
• Sustainability
• Internationalism

These enhancements will enable pupils to receive rich learning experiences, 
suitable for 21st century and meeting the future needs of the children.

MUSEUM LEARNING

Museum Learning is the building block of the curriculum at The 
Langley Academy, and is also a specific focal area of The Langley Academy 
Primary.  Museum Learning is a teaching approach based on extended 
theme-based projects that enable children to learn from the past: It is not 
limited to trips. Every object has a story to tell; through understanding about 
the past, children can make greater sense of the world around them. Challenge 
or Discovery Days provide a breadth of opportunity not often seen in school. 
Children learn in a multi-sensory, object-based approach that is suitable for all 
pupils, regardless of ability, learning style or previous experience.  These first-
hand experiences are enhanced by half-termly trips and visits. More 
importantly, the front of TLAP contains a Museum that allows children to 
interact with (or become curators of) exhibitions. 

ETHOS

We recognise that all children learn in different ways. Children are nurtured 
in a supportive, vibrant environment; specifically designed to stimulate 
the learning process. Children are motivated to enjoy learning: This results 
in pupils who are happy, safe, resilient and confident (skills often noted by 
educational visitors to our school). Children will develop the skills needed 
to succeed under any circumstances and know that they can achieve 
whatever they aim to. Our success since opening has borne testament to this. 

VISION

Here at The Langley Academy Primary, we firmly believe in putting children first, 
they are our future leaders and we MUST provide an environment to ensure they 
fulfil their potential.

At the heart of the vision is a desire to provide a warm, welcoming, inspiring 
environment that enriches the lives of all pupils. Whilst instilling and developing 
traditional values of honesty, trust, kindness, respect for all – based on individual 
responsibility and partnership.

Our sponsors, the Annabel Arbib Foundation have made a real improvement to 
the lives of students at The Langley Academy; proving that they understand 
the challenges of creating successful schools. The Arbib Education Trust 
is committed to creating an outstanding all-through Academy, which will 
positively impact on the young people who attend either of the schools in 
The Langley Academy Trust. Our first Ofsted in July 2018, judged the school 
as Outstanding and commented that, “the Sponsor’s vision has been realised 
in just three years  that the sponsor and trustees have grown a school that puts 
pupils first in every respect.”

VALUES

Our values clearly support our vision, we want each child to display 
‘Curiosity, Exploration and Discovery’ so that they can be the best they can 
be.

Our values at TLAP are:

Our school values, include British Values of:
• Democracy
• Rule of Law
• Individual Liberty
• Mutual respect and tolerance of those with 

different faiths and beliefs

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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SCIENCE

Science is beyond a single curriculum lesson. Through a science focus children 
are given opportunities to learn from first-hand experiences, stemming 
wherever possible from outdoor activities. Children will be able to apply 
science to their everyday lives, for our youngest pupils, this could simply be 
taking a photograph of a frosty morning, learning about the weather or 
participating in cross-curricular science opportunities.

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is closely linked with science and there will be times when the 
two will be inseparable. Children will be encouraged to develop sustainable 
practices including understanding recycling, grow-your-own, developing 
healthy travel options (to and from school). It is the aim of The Langley 
Academy Primary to gain ‘Eco-School’ status. Many children are keen 
gardeners, as such they have created a garden and each year we take part in 
a potato project: They already have a great understanding of healthy issues 
and we look forward to participating in more complex projects as the 
children age. 

INTERNATIONALISM

Due to the growing use of technology, the world seems to be ever-shrinking. To 
help develop pupils as global citizens, children will be given opportunities to 
commence long-lasting relationships with similar overseas schools (using 
technology as well as other methods). The curriculum will be designed to raise 
awareness of the challenges facing all of us as global citizens. Moreover, the 
curriculum will develop children’s understanding of a multi-cultural society as 
well as providing opportunities for some children to make links to their 
personal experiences. 

By building our curriculum around these four focal areas, children will become 
more familiar with the concepts that will support their transition to The Langley 
Academy in Year 7, thus minimising the traditional attainment dip.

The Langley Academy Primary’s curriculum has been designed using a themed 
approach linking to these foci. Despite being an academy there are clear 
references to the New National Curriculum objectives (that came into effect in 
September 2014) and the Early Years Foundation Stage Statutory guidance. 

TEACHING STYLE

To ensure pupils receive the best quality education, we are committed 
to employing the best quality, qualified staff (teachers and support staff) who 
are committed to our vision to provide an outstanding, holistic education that 
raises standards, both academically and personally. 

Teaching is based on an ‘experiential approach’. Pupils learn through a variety of 
activities, particularly carefully selected practical experiences. Teachers 
knowledge of each child underpins the types of activity that best match a learning 
task. To meet this aim, the use of worksheet based approaches are rare.

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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EARLY YEARS

Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) encompasses Nursery and Reception. 
Pupils at The Langley Academy Primary receive an outstanding provision from 
day one, providing the best possible start for the children to build on.

At The Langley Academy Primary we ensure that all children feel safe and have 
their needs met. The development of the curriculum and the structure of Early 
Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) guarantees this aim is met.

Pupils are taught in a bright, stimulating environment that is language rich. 
Learning activities take place in and out of the classroom. Staff ensure that 
learning activities come from children as well as being adult-led. This helps 
staff to develop curious learners, stemming from children’s natural 
inquisitiveness that can develop their critical thinking skills: CURIOSITY, 
EXPLORATION and DISCOVERY.

We recognise that all children are unique, each child has their own talents, 
interests and experiences. Relationships with talented and qualified EYFS staff 
ensures that these young children develop into confident learners.

Primarily children in EYFS learn through play and the curriculum is shaped to 
support this. Children learn by leading their own play and taking part in play led 
by adults. Children develop language, social, emotional, creative and 
intellectual skills through play as this is the tool that children use to explore 
and discover the world around them. Adults provide time, space and resources 
that develop children’s curiosity. Through play all academic and necessary 
social skills are developed. Towards the end of their year in Reception, to 
prepare for increased formal learning, children begin to participate in more 
adult-led activities.

THE EYFS CURRICULUM PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES TO 
DEVELOP:

IN ‘PRIME AREAS’ OF:

• Communication and Language: Children are taught in a language rich 
environment that encourages children to express themselves.

• Physical Development: Children are encouraged to be active and interactive 
whilst developing the coordination, control and movement through outdoor 
play equipment and PE.

• Personal, Social and Emotional Development: Children are supported to 
develop a positive sense of themselves, develop their social skills, grow in 
confidence, manage feelings and learn how to manage their behaviour.

THE CURRICULUM ALSO DEVELOPS ’SPECIFIC AREAS’ OF:

• Literacy Development: This focusses on children’s reading and writing abilities 
(including their understanding of phonics). 

• Mathematical Development: Children are  given opportunities to develop 
their skills in counting, understanding and using numbers, calculating addition 
and subtraction, learning to describe shapes, spaces and measures.

• Understanding of the world: Children are supported to make sense of
their local environments and the wider physical world around them, in 
addition to understanding the role of different people in their community. 
Visits and technology will be used to develop this area.

• Expressive Arts and Design: Children  use a range of media and materials. 
They can share their thoughts, ideas and feelings using activities linked to art, 
music, movement, dance role-play and design-technology.

Although these curriculum areas can sound quite formal, remember your child 
will learn the best through play – both inside and outside the classroom. 

To summarise, we are committed to developing an EYFS that provides children 
with the best opportunities to succeed on their learning journey throughout The 
Langley Academy (Primary and Secondary).

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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CURRICULUM THEMES IN RECEPTION ARE:

Children receive opportunities to develop all academic skills throughout each 
topic, including: computing, creative, musical, physical, mathematical, written 
skills as well as those of speaking and listening.

THE TEACHING OF MATHS AND ENGLISH:

Children are required to participate in a daily English and Maths session. These 
are carefully planned to meet the needs of each child.

ENGLISH: TALK FOR WRITING:

To support the development of writing, children need to have a repertoire of 
stories that they can retell orally. Talk for Writing supports this, children will learn 
to retell a range of traditional texts, supported through story maps. Once children 
are ready, this approach will develop their writing skills.

ENGLISH: READ, WRITE INC:

All letters have a phonetical sound. These sounds vary according to the 
combination of letters, in English we have 26 letters and 44 sounds. Learning 
phonics, the sound each letter (or group of letters) make is one of the building 
blocks to reading. Children will receive daily phonic sessions, as the terms 
progress, phonics sessions are held in smaller groups.

MATHS: NUMICON:

Numicon is a practical approach to developing mathematical knowledge. 
Children are able to use a range of apparatus to physically represent numbers. 
This helps children to develop their mathematical reasoning because they can 
talk about what they see. The scheme is also used to develop number bonds 
and children’s understanding of addition and subtraction.

NURSERY

There is a Nursery class within TLAP, 39 children can attend each session.  Although 
attending Nursery is optional, we believe that the earlier children are able 
to explore the world around them, the stronger their foundations to learning 
will be.  Potentially this places them in a better position to be ‘school ready’ 
when they start Reception.

The Nursery class in TLAP provides children with resources and opportunities to 
access the EYFS curriculum.

We use nursery rhymes and stories to develop children's language and widen 
their vocabulary.

Additionally, the children are also introduced to Talk for Writing and learn ‘story 
maps’.  Once they are confident they verbally re-tell a range of stories.

From January, the children also receive daily phonics lessons to develop early 
reading skills.

CURRIULUM THEMES IN NURSERY ARE:
• Splish, splash splosh
• Food glorius food
• Big and Small
• Sunshine Mum
• Round and round the garden 
• Ready, steady, go 

In July, the children go on their end of year curriculum trip.

Please note, attending TLAP Nursery does not influence a place in TLAP’s Reception.  
Admissions for school places (Reception upwards) are allocated by Slough 
Borough Council.

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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TERM THEME PLANNED VISIT

1 Fantasy: Castles Windsor Castle

2 Author: Roald Dahl TBC

3 Science: Plants The Look Out Centre

4 Art: Weather National Gallery

5 Building Bridges: Engineer Expert Visit

6 Internationalism: London Calling London Transport Museum

TERM THEME PLANNED VISIT

1 Fantasy: Sailing the seven seas River & Rowing Museum – 

Boat Making 

2 Author: Roald Dahl TBC

3 Science: Lunar Landing Science Museum

4 Art: Van Gogh National Gallery

5 Famous Person: Nursing Nightmares Expert Visit

6 Internationalism: China V&A Museum

THE YEAR 1 CURRICULUM:YEAR 1 (KEy STAGE 1):

Although being the first year of primary school, Reception is part of the 
Early Years Foundation Stage. Year 1 is the time when children 
can be taught following the National Curriculum, which continues until 
the end of their schooling. 

Children will still have access to learning through play and exploration, as this is 
what experts identify as the best practice. At The Langley Academy 
Primary, children are taught in small groups, so that their experiences are 
personalised, rather than adopting whole-class lessons from the 
outset. As the terms progress, we slowly increase the amount of 
time children spend completing tasks and increase group sizes. 

Outdoor learning activities continue to feature in Year 1, therefore, children 
spend some time outside, each day, regardless of the weather. Maintaining 
independent learning time in Year 1 helps to keep children engaged in the 
learning process – developing their learning styles, self-awareness, emotional 
well-being and problem solving skills and deepen learning.  

YEAR 2

Children in Year 2 continue to be taught based on the teaching 
principles of Museum Learning.  A themed approach enriched 
by ‘enquiry based learning’ including objects, artefacts and visits 
summarises our key aims.

We balance the demands of the formal curriculum and end of Year 2 
tests by offering a broad curriculum.  Children in Year 2 still receive 
time to investigate their learning theories through independent 
learning and challenge time.  

THE YEAR 2 CURRICULUM (Key stage 1):

Lower Key stage 2:

In line with our curriculum intention, children continue to learn 
through an ‘enquiry based learning approach’. The nature of 
children’s independent study time becomes more formal with 
projects directly linked to topic themes. The Year 3 Curriculum is:

TERM THEME PLANNED VISIT

1 Dinosaur Natural History Museum

2 Author: Roald Dahl TBC

3 Vile Victorians Expert Visit

4 Art: Cave Paintings National Gallery

5 Famous Person: I have a dream Drama Workshop

6 Internationalism: Vive le France Expert Visit

THE YEAR 3 CURRICULUM: THE YEAR 4 CURRICULUM:

TERM THEME PLANNED VISIT

1 Rise of the Robots

2 Author: Roald Dahl Roald Dahl Museum

3 Invasion

4 Art: Egyptian Art British Museum

5 Lights, Camera, Action Science Museum

6 Internationalism: Scandinavia
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INCLUSION:

The Langley Academy Primary is a fully inclusive school, we meet the needs of 
all pupils to ensure each and every child can progress from their starting points.

Quality teaching and work tailored to the ability of each child are the main tools to 
enable pupils to develop.  Additional support is gained from learning challenges 
through the discovery days. Some of these use facilities and staff from The Langley 
Academy: This is a unique opportunity stemming from being an all-through 
school.

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS and Disability (SEN):

The Langley Academy Primary conforms to all statutory guidance, as laid out 
in the SEN Code of Practice. The school’s Special Educational Needs Co-
ordinator (Miss Miller) assesses each child’s needs. Additional support will be 
made available via targeted support programs, therefore making sure no child 
is left behind. 

More able AND TALENTED:

We provide our most able pupils with additional opportunities to develop 
their higher level skills. Through on-going class assessments, most able 
children are identified and under guidance of staff, provided with 
appropriate, additional extension opportunities: These ensure children 
secure and work beyond age-related expectations.

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE (EAL):

We recognise that a number of pupils come from homes where English is not 
the spoken home language. Alongside our robust phonics and language 
development scheme, we provide a range of additional support to develop 
language skills.

HOME-SCHOOL LINKS:

The Langley Academy Primary believes that successful education is based 
on partnership between Home and School. 

We do not keep our work with the children a secret! We actively work with 
parents to ensure they can share their children’s enthusiasm and responsibility, 
and know what they can do to support their child. 

To assist with day-to-day communication, staff are accessible to parents at 
drop-off and at collection times. Additional information can also be 
shared via the online Learning Journal.

To help develop parental understanding, half-termly twilight sessions are 
held. These focus on a precise aspect of the children’s learning to help you 
tailor your home provision.  There are also termly parent forums, which 
provide parents and carers the opportunity to share their opinions on a range 
of school matters.  Additionally, we are keen to work alongside committed 
parents, to support the Parents’ Association: The Langley Academy Primary – 
Community In Action.

Home-learning:

Each half-term a home-learning grid is sent home. These provide parents with a 
range of activities to complete with their children. The tasks are carefully 
designed to deepen children’s learning, increase their knowledge and enable 
them to contribute to class discussions. Additionally, we ask parents to listen to 
their children read (daily) and read books to their children too. We firmly believe 
reading and vocabulary are the key to a child’s academic success. 

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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OFSTED Summary

“When we first designed this academy we wanted to create a place 
where children would develop enquiring minds and a true love of 
learning and this would lead to academic success. I could not be more 
delighted that Ofsted has recognised that our vision has become a 
reality.”

ANNABEL NICOLL
SPONSOR

RHODRI BRYANT Tracey Bowen, the staff, children and parents have achieved 
an ‘outstanding, outstanding’ - quite simply one of the best Ofsted 
reports I have ever read. Ofsted described the curriculum as 
extraordinary and I believe that is down to our belief that education should 
foster curiosity and that is exactly what staff have achieved. The lead 
inspector said to me that children here have a palpable curiosity about the 
world, they just want to know it all! You only achieve this when you work with 
people who truly care about their job, the children and the people they work 
with. The judgement says to our staff that they are shaping each other and 
children’s lives for the better. It is an outcome that all of the Trustees, 
Governors, staff, children and parents thoroughly deserve. We are very 
proud”. 

Ofsted inspectors visited The Langley Academy Primary in July 2018. They 
praised: “A culture where pupils can thrive - the needs of the pupils are 
absolutely at the heart of the school’s work”. “Children make an exceptionally 
good start to school in the early years and Key Stage 1 builds on firm 
foundations meaning children make rapid progress and develop a thirst for 
knowledge and a questioning mind”.

PARENTS

I am genuinely proud and excited about our Ofsted report. From the 
beginning of this journey in 2014, I have always believed we would develop 
and build a school that meets the needs of the local community. This 
outstanding judgement validates that our teaching and learning approach of 
moulding the curriculum to meet the interests of the children, to deepen 
their learning, really works. This judgement reflects the tireless work of the 
teachers, leaders and every member of school staff to benefit the children 
and families that we work with.

TRACEY BOWEN
HEADTEACHER

Parents are overwhelmingly supportive of the school. Ofsted quoted ‘parents 
speak very highly of the level and care and consideration shown to their 
children in the early years. They (parents) are overwhelmingly positive about 
the progress their children make, both academically and socially.’

EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL OF 
THE LANGLEY ACADEMY 
TRUST

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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KEY-DATES:

The Langley Academy Primary will hold its main Open Day on Saturday 30th 
November, at The Langley Academy Primary from 10:30am - 12:00noon.  This 
Open Day will provide the opportunity for you to meet the Headteacher, TLAP staff 
and members of the governing body: As parents you can see some of our 
curriculum in action and learn more about what The Langley Academy Primary can 
offer you and your child. Further ‘meet the Staff’ open days are held throughout 
October – January, these include tours of the school but do not allow your child 
to interact with staff in the learning environment.  To minimise disruption to 
learning, numbers are limited on the ‘meet the Senior Staff’ days. 

HOW TO APPLY:

Applications for Reception places at The Langley Academy Primary, will be 
coordinated by Slough Borough Council. Applications must be made by submitting a 
Common Application Form (CAF) to your local authority, who you pay Council Tax 
to. If needed, we are happy to provide additional support in completing the CAF. 
The closing date for all applications is January 15 2020. 

Parents will be notified of the outcome of their application on National Offers Day: 
April 16 2020. We will be available by telephone or email if you need to discuss 
your offer with us.

SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS:

Once offers have been accepted, staff from The Langley Academy Primary will be 
working hard to ensure that there is a smooth transition from pre-school to 
school. We will liaise with existing (local) nurseries to commence the transfer 
process, including a Nursery visit. We will also contact families and visit each child 
at the start of September to build a home-school relationship. 

An induction day will also be held in April, so children will be able to become 
more familiar with staff and the environment. This will also provide you with 
further information regarding the daily routine, school uniform, discuss how best to 
prepare your child for ‘big’ school and allow you to meet the staffing team.

HOW TO APPLY FOR A NURSERY PLACE:

Applications can be made directly to the school.  Children are admitted in September 
(and January if there are spaces).  For September starters, places are allocated in 
May.  For January starters, places are allocated in October.

IN-YEAR TRANSFERS:

Should you wish to transfer your child from another school to TLAP, this process will be 
co-ordinated by Slough Borough Council’s Admissions Team.  For further advice, 
please contact our school administrator via admissions@langleyacademyprimary.org

LOCATION:

The Langley Academy Primary shares the site of The Langley Academy. It is 
situated on the right-hand side, as you enter. Access is via the pedestrian gate on 
Green Drive, we cannot permit cars on to the site, therefore we actively promote 
sustainable travel to school. 

The site is secure and primary pupils have their own facilities including their own 
canteen and outdoor space.

BROCHURE 2019-2020
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CONTACT US:

IF YOU WOULD LIKE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE 
DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US:

WEBSITE:

www.langleyacademyprimary.org

ADMISSIONS E-MAIL:

admissions@langleyacademyprimary.org 

TELEPHONE:

01753 214450

The Langley 
Academy Primary

Langley Road
Slough, SL3 7EF

To keep up to date with school news, please follow us on social media:

FACEBOOK:

facebook.com/langleyacademyprimary

Instagram:

@langleyacademyprimary 

TWITTER:

@tlaprimary
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